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Dear Student:  

The Social Studies 2 workbook, part of the Bridge to 
Social Studies series, has been designed with the aim 
of helping you to develop your social capabilities and 
your individuality. The workbook is made of fifteen 
chapters with activities designed according to the 
topics studied in the textbook. Practice exercises are 
fun and stimulating, in this way you strengthen your 
skills and your creativity as you learn.

Along with the textbook, workbook activities 
contribute to learning the basic Social Studies skills 
through communication, personal development, 
decision making, group interaction, social action, 
entrepreneurship, civic education, and time and 
space concepts.

We wish you a successful school year!
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1. Match each word with its definition.

a. self-esteem The love you have for yourself.

b. skills
Each person’s unique 

characteristics.

c. personality
Abilities that help us reach our 

goals.

d. talent
Our capacity to do 

something well.

2. Complete the short story using the words in the word bank.

self esteem skills personality talent

 
Antonio and Laura are fraternal twins. Each one is unique. They both 

have their own , which distinguishes them

between themselves and among others. Both Laura and 

Antonio have a high . They love themselves 

and are very happy with their  and talents. 

Antonio has  to write short stories, while 

Laura is a very good at drawing. They both made a book titles Creating 

Something Unique. This book highlight the diverse abilities people have.
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3. Color in yellow the words related to family.

grandparents equal love

affection people different

unfair respect changes

4. Mark with an X the images that represent how families help each other.

 Content pages
The activities included in the workbook encourage reading comprehension, 
reflection, analysis and research. These activities reinforce the content and 
skills addressed in the text.

Know Your Workbook
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5. Remember how you looked when you were in kindergarten and first 
grade. How do you look now that you are in second grade? Draw your 
face in the following boxes. Remember how you had your hair, your 
teeth, etc. 

Kinder First Grade Second Grade

6. Order Santiago’s growing phases. Use the numbers 1 to 4.

Santiago has always liked to ride a bike. His passion for biking began 
since he was very little. Even the stories his dad read to him were about 
bicycles. In life, many things change, but some tastes are maintained.

ten
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7. Read each situation and mark with an X the action that shows respect 
towards others. 

a. You want to have pancakes for breakfast, but there is no more 
pancake mix. Your mother offers to prepare you scrambled eggs 
with ham and toasts.

You accept your mom’s suggestion and thank her for 
making you breakfast and  feeding you.

You start to cry and tell your mom to buy the ingredients for 
your pancakes.

b. The class is reading a story out loud. It is a classmate’s turn to read 
but she is a slow reader and sometimes confuses some of the words.

You laugh making fun of her and ask the teacher to let 
you read.

You wait patiently, understanding that not everyone 
learns to read at the same pace.

c. A girl approaches several children playing basketball. She tries to 
play, but she can’t.

The children try to teach her how to play.

They make fun of her because she is a girl.

d. A friend asks you to lend him a pencil.

You tell him that he is very irresponsible and that you will 
not lend him anything.

You lend him the pencil and ask him to give it back at the 
end of the class.

eleven
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8. Color in purple the words related to tolerance.

tolerance

rejection

communication

sharingunderstanding

criticizehate

acceptancerespect

9. Draw a    if the word is related to being fair and a  if it is related to 
being unfair.  

a. respect f. tease

b. equality g. esteem

c. accepting h. hinder

d. tolerance i. understanding

e. reject j. ignore

10. Mark with an X the image that represents acceptance.

a. b.

twelve
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11. Mark with an X the correct word to complete each sentence. 

a. Respectful people act with . 

kindness responsibility mockery

b. To be fair is to speak with .

lies truth people

c. To work well in a team, everyone must be 

.

fair lazy messy

d. Teamwork requires .

surprises rest collaboration

e. In a team, all members should  each 
other.

help laugh at bully

f. All members of a team should make decisions 

.

quickly together arguing

g.  When working together, we should treat each other with 

.

respect sadness indifference

thirteen
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12. Mark with an X the images showing teamwork.

fourteen
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13. Create a drawing representing teamwork at school.

14. Color the sentences that represent being good friends. 

Please, pass me the ball. Let’s read together

Come play with us. Let’s share our snacks.

Do not sit beside me. Would you like to play with me?

fifteen
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